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Abstract

Effective supply chain distribution network design needs to consider various performance dimensions and product char-
acteristics. Recently, researchers have begun to realize that the decision and integration effort in supply chain design should
be driven by a comprehensive set of performance metrics and also product characteristics. In this paper, we relate product
characteristics to optimizing supply chain delivery network design and adopt cost and service factor performance metrics
as the decision criteria. An analytic hierarchy process (AHP) multi-criteria decision-making methodology is then developed
to take into account both qualitative and quantitative factors in the best delivery network design selection. By using AHP
methodology we could optimize the selection of delivery network design followed by relevant choices for decision making
of Home plus distribution center.
� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer request. The
supply chain not only includes the manufacturer and suppliers, but also transporters, warehouses, retailers,
and customers themselves [1]. This chain is traditionally characterized by the flow of materials and informa-
tion both within and between business entities. Network design decisions are among the most important sup-
ply chain decisions as their implications are significant and long lasting. Distribution refers to the steps taken
to move and store a product from the supplier stage to a customer stage in the supply chain. Distribution is a
key driver of the overall profitability of a firm because it directly impacts both the supply chain cost and the
customer experience. Good distribution can be used to achieve a variety of supply chain objectives ranging
from low cost to high responsiveness. As a result, companies in the same industry often select very different
distribution networks [1]. A network designer needs to consider product characteristics as well as network
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requirements when deciding on the appropriate delivery network. There are various network designs each with
their own strengths and weaknesses. Hence choosing the best delivery network design or a combination of
design is a major challenge for the decision maker. Research in the design category involves contributions
from different disciplines. Design of the supply chain determines its structure, i.e., it focuses on the location
of decision spots and the objectives of the design [2–6]. Design of the chain should be able to integrate the
various elements of the chain and should strive for the optimization of the chain rather than the entities or
group of entities. Information sharing and its control play a vital role in integration of the different elements
of the chain and require highly coordinated efforts of both engineers and managers [7–10]. Design needs to
focus primarily on the objectives and not just the development of tools used in decision making. This paper
primarily deals with the design/selection of an appropriate supply chain configuration to achieve optimal per-
formance, which is measured using a set of metrics.

2. Background

2.1. Performance metrics and product characteristics for network design options

When considering distribution between any other pair of stages, such as supplier to manufacturer, many
options pop up. According to Chopra and Meindl [1] there are two key decisions when designing a distribu-
tion network:

(a) Will product be delivered to the customer location or picked up from a preordained site?
(b) Will product flow through an intermediary (or intermediate location)?

Based on the choices for the two decisions, there are six distinct distribution network designs that are clas-
sified as follows:

1. Manufacturer storage with direct shipping.
2. Manufacturer storage with direct shipping and in-transit merge.
3. Distributor storage with package carrier delivery.
4. Distributor storage with last mile delivery.
5. Manufacturer/distributor storage with customer pickup.
6. Retail storage with customer pickup.

The characteristics of the distribution network are summarized in Table 1.
A network designer needs to consider product characteristics as well as network requirements when decid-

ing on the appropriate delivery network. The various networks have different strengths and weaknesses. The
combination used depends on product characteristics and needs of the customer. In order to remain compet-
itive, the performance measure needs to be considered when designing distribution network. At the highest
level, performance of a distribution network should be evaluated keeping the companies’ objective in mind.
In general it can be evaluated along two dimensions:
Table 1
Summary of the characteristics of different distribution network design

Types of distribution network designs Characteristics

Manufacturer storage with direct shipping Product is shipped directly from the manufacturer to the customer
Manufacturer storage with direct shipping and in-transit

merge
Consolidates the order from different locations to deliver to one
customer

Distributor storage with package carrier delivery Delivery by packaged carriers from distributors/retailers warehouses
Distributor storage with last mile delivery Delivery by distributor/retailer to customer instead of packaged carrier
Manufacturer/distributor storage with customer pickup Customers collect their online/phone orders from pickup points
Retail storage with customer pickup Customers collect their online/phone orders from retail outlets
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(a) Customer needs that are met.
(b) Cost of meeting customer needs.

Thus, a firm must evaluate the impact of customer service and cost as it compares different distribution net-
work options.

Most decision makers make qualitative analysis such as balanced score card (BSC) to design the distribu-
tion network. Through their experience and intuition they select a combination of these network designs. But
there is no research so far in optimizing the designs objectively so as to make feasible decisions whether it is a
single or combination of selections. To achieve this goal we propose to use multi-criteria decision-making tool
known as analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [11].

2.2. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP)

AHP is a decision-making tool that can help describe the general decision operation by decomposing a
complex problem into a multi-level hierarchical structure of objectives, criteria, sub-criteria, and alternatives
[12]. AHP can be used in making decisions that are complex, unstructured, and contain multiple attributes
[13]. The decisions that are described by these criteria do not fit in a linear framework; they contain both
physical and psychological elements [14]. AHP provides a method to connect that can quantify the subjective
judgment of the decision maker in a way that can be measured. In applying AHP to benchmarking, Partovi
[13] describes the process in three broad steps: the description of a complex decision problem as a hierarchy,
the prioritization procedure, and the calculation of results. AHP is a method of breaking down a complex,
unstructured situation into its components parts, arranging these parts or judgments on the relative impor-
tance of each variable, and synthesizing the judgments to determine which variables have the highest priority
and should be acted upon to influence the outcome of the situation [12]. A problem is put into a hierarchical
structure with level-I reflecting the overall goal or focus of the decision. Level-II contains factors or criteria
for the decision, level-III contains sub-factors, and level-IV contains the decision options. The prioritization
process is accomplished by assigning a number from a scale developed by Saaty [12] to represent the impor-
tance of the criteria. A matrix with pair-wise comparisons of these attributes provides the means for
calculation.

3. Method application and results

More and more researchers are realizing that AHP is an important generic method and are applying it to
various manufacturing areas [15–19]. In addition to the wide application of AHP in manufacturing areas,
recent research and industrial activities of applying AHP on other selection problems are also quite active
[20–23]. AHP has thus been successfully applied to a diverse array of problems. The process proposed in this
study is for selecting the optimal distribution network design in terms of performance metrics and product
characteristics. The importance of decisions in the role of distribution within a supply chain helps us to iden-
tify factors that are vital when designing a distribution network. Distribution refers to the steps taken to move
and store a product from a supplier stage to a customer stage in a supply chain. Distribution is key driver of
the overall profitability of a firm because it affects both supply chain cost and customer experience. Therefore,
appropriate distribution network can be used to achieve a variety of supply chain objectives ranging from low
cost to high responsiveness [1]. In this project, we have conducted a case study for Home plus Distribution
center. Home plus is a retail mart in South Korea with two distribution centers, one located in north western
part and the other in south eastern part. Home plus distributes directly to these two large distribution centers
while obligating small distributors to buy from these two large distributors. Products move directly to these
two distribution chains, but move through an additional stage when going to smaller markets. Home plus
decision makers want to re-engineer the distribution network and want to select the best distribution network
from a set of network design options. Furthermore, they need justification for the selections. Usually firms can
make many different choices when designing their distribution network. A poor distribution network can hurt
the level of service that customer receives while increasing the cost. An inappropriate network can have sig-
nificant negative effect on the profitability of the firm and can even lead to failure. The appropriate choice of



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the methodology.
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distribution network results in customer needs satisfied at the lowest possible cost. The decision makers of
Home plus pointed out a couple of distribution network designs such as ‘manufacture storage with in-transit
merge’, ‘manufacture storage with pickup’, and ‘retail storage with customer pickup’. The characteristics of
these distribution networks are supplied in Table 1. The decision makers want to prioritize performance met-
rics based on cost and service factor for evaluation of the optimal network design. For cost factor we consider
inventory, transportation and facilities and handling. Therefore, at this evaluation criterion focus should be on
reducing cost while keeping the service factor constant. Next for customer demand, to satisfy customers,
response time and product variety becomes priority. Based on the two priorities – cost factor and service fac-
tor, Home plus wants to design the best distribution network among the provided options. A ranking of these
designs can help the decision maker to choose easily the best design or a combination of designs instead of
picking a wrong design (often obtained from subjective analysis) that may lead to inefficiency and loss. A sche-
matic representation of the methodology is given in Fig. 1. At first we consider the evaluation in terms of per-
formance metrics followed by product characteristics. The process proposed for selecting the optimal network
comprises the following steps:

Step 1: Define the evaluative criteria used to select the optimal distribution network
Administrators and managers from Home Plus mart were interviewed in which two evaluation criteria
and five evaluation sub-criteria were incorporated. Each criterion was defined in terms of performance
(Table 2). Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the developed AHP model for performance metrics
hierarchy.

Step 2: Establish each factor of the pair-wise comparison matrix

In this step, the elements of a particular level are compared pair-wise, with respect to a specific element
in the immediate upper level. A judgment matrix is formed and used for computing the priorities of the
corresponding elements. First, a criterion is compared pair-wise with respect to the goal. The judgment
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matrix, denoted as A, will be formed using the comparison. Let A1,A2, . . .,An be the set of stimuli. The
quantified judgments on pairs of stimuli Ai, Aj are represented by
Table 2
Performa

Criteria

Cost fa
Service

Sub-crite

Invent
Transp
Facilit
Respon
Produc
A ¼ ½aij�; i; j ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; n: ð1Þ
The comparison of any two criteria Ci and Cj with respect to the goal is made using the questions of
the type: of the two criteria Ci and Cj which is more important and how much. Saaty [11] suggests the
use of a nine-point scale to transform the verbal judgments into numerical quantities representing the
values of aij. Table 3 lists the definition of nine-point scale. Larger number assigned to the pair-wise
comparisons means larger differences between criteria levels. The entries aij are governed by the follow-
ing rules:

aij > 0; aji ¼ 1=aij; aii ¼ 1 for all i: ð2Þ
This scale can be applied with ease to criteria that can be defined numerically as well as to those cannot
be defined numerically. Relative importance scale is presented. The decision maker is supposed to
specify their judgments of the relative importance of each contribution of criteria towards achieving
the overall goal.
nce type for defining criteria and sub-criteria type

Code name Performance definition

ctor Cf Cost of meeting customer needs
factor Cs Customer needs that are met

ria

ory Ci To decrease cost
ortation Ct To decrease cost

ies and handling Cfh To decrease cost
se time Cr Customer satisfaction
t variety Cp Customer satisfaction

Fig. 2. Proposed AHP model for performance metrics hierarchy.



Table 3
Pair-wise comparison scale [11]

Intensity of importance Definition

1 Equal importance of both elements
3 Weak importance one element over another
5 Essential or strong importance one element over another
7 Demonstrated importance one element over another
9 Absolute importance one element over another
2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate valued between two adjacent judgments
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Step 3: Calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector

Having recorded the numerical judgments aij in the matrix A, the problem now is to recover the
numerical weights (W1,W2, . . .,Wn) of the alternatives from this matrix. In order to do so, consider
the following equation:
Table
Weigh

Criteri

Cf

Cs
a11 a12 . . . a1n

a21 a22 . . . a2n

..

. ..
.

. . . ..
.

..

. ..
.

. . . ..
.

an1 an2 . . . ann

2
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3
77777775
ffi

W 1=W 1 W 1=W 2 . . . W 1=W n

W 1=W 1 W 1=W 2 . . . W 1=W n

..

. ..
.

. . . ..
.

..

. ..
.

. . . ..
.

W n=W 1 W n=W 2 . . . W n=W n

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð3Þ

Moreover, let us multiply both matrices in Eq. (3) on the right with the weights vector
W = (W1,W2, . . .,Wn), where W is a column vector. The result of the multiplication of the matrix
of pair-wise ratios with W is nW, hence it follows:

AW ¼ nW : ð4Þ
This is a system of homogenous linear equations. It has a non-trivial solution if and only if the deter-
minant of A � nI vanishes, that is, n is an eigenvalue of A. I is an n � n identity matrix. Saaty’s method
computes W as the principal right eigenvector of the matrix A; that is,

AW ¼ kmaxW ; ð5Þ
where kmax is the principal eigenvalue of the matrix A. If matrix A is a positive reciprocal one then
kmax P n [12]. If A is a consistency matrix, eigenvector X can be calculated by

A� ðkmaxIÞX ¼ 0: ð6Þ
Here, using the comparison matrix, the eigenvectors were calculated by Eqs. (5) and (6).
Table 4 summarizes the results of the eigenvectors for criteria, sub-criteria, and distribution network
design. Besides, the results for each level relative weight of the elements are shown in Table 4.
Step 4: Perform the consistency test

The eigenvector method yields a natural measure of consistency. Saaty [12] defined the consistency
index (CI) as
4
ts of criteria, sub-criteria, and choices

a Weights Sub-criteria Weights Manufacture storage
with in-transit merge

Manufacture storage with
customer pickup

Retail storage with
customer pickup

0.667 Ci 0.151 0.280 0.584 0.135
Ct 0.796 0.415 0.779 0.180
Cfh 0.051 0.766 0.158 0.758

0.333 Cr 0.900 0.091 0.909 0.818
Cp 0.100 0.585 0.280 0.134



Table 5
Comparison matrix of relative weight among alternatives (metrics)

Ranking Category Relative weight

1 Manufacture storage with customer pickup 1.000
2 Retail storage with customer pickup 0.702
3 Manufacture storage with in-transit merge 0.240
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CI ¼ kmax � n=ðn� 1Þ; ð7Þ
where kmax is the maximum eigenvalue and n is the number of factors in the judgment matrix. Accord-
ingly, Saaty [12] defined the consistency ratio (CR) as

CR ¼ CI=RI ð8Þ
for each size of matrix n, random matrices were generated and their mean CI value, called the random
index (RI). Where RI represents the average consistency index over numerous random entries of same
order reciprocal matrices. The consistency ratio CR is a measure of how a given matrix compares to a
purely random matrix in terms of their consistency indices. A value of the consistency ratio CR 6 0.1
is considered acceptable. Larger values of CR require the decision-maker to revise his judg-
ments.Results of the consistency test and the CR of the comparison matrix from the available inter-
view and previous data are all 60.1, indicating ‘consistency’.
Step 5: Calculate the overall level hierarchy weight to select the distribution network design
The composite priorities of the alternatives are then determined by aggregating the weights through-

out the hierarchy. The composite priorities of the alternatives are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 3. Accord-
ing to Table 5, ‘‘manufacture storage with customer pickup” is optimal design network selection for
the Home plus distribution center in terms of performance metrics.
3.1. Evaluation of distribution network design in terms of product characteristics

Following the same preceding procedure, in this phase we propose to obtain the best distribution network
design with respect to product characteristics. In this case we do not have the sub-category as was the case in
the previous example. The four criteria we selected are – ‘high demand product’, ‘medium-demand product’,
‘many product sources’, and ‘high product variety’. Fig. 4 diagrammatically illustrates the developed AHP
model for product characteristics.

The priorities for criteria and alternatives are shown in Table 6. Besides, the results for criteria and alter-
natives relative weight of the elements are shown in Table 6.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Manufacture storage
with intransit merge

Manufacture storage
with customer pickup

Retail storage with
customer pickup

Score

Fig. 3. Score graph for delivery network selection in terms of metrics.



Fig. 4. Proposed AHP model for product characteristics hierarchy.

Table 6
Weights of criteria and alternatives

Criteria Weights Manufacture storage
with in-transit merge

Manufacture storage
with pickup

Retail storage with
customer pickup

Ph 0.162 0.091 0.091 0.818
Pv 0.489 0.223 0.321 0.454
Ps 0.190 0.123 0.203 0.673
Pm 0.157 0.148 0.160 0.690

Table 7
Comparison matrix of relative weight among alternatives (product)

Ranking Category Relative weight

1 Retail storage with customer pickup 1.000
2 Manufacture storage with customer pickup 0.398
3 Manufacture storage with in-transit merge 0.298
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The composite priorities of the alternatives are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 5. ‘‘Retail storage with customer
pickup” is optimal design network selection for the Home plus distribution center in terms of product
demand.

Home plus wants to select the best distribution design based on product characteristics that can provide
high availability levels of relatively common but varied demand products. They provided the same distribution
network design options with the previous case.
Manufacturer storage
with in-transit merge

Manufacturer storage
with customer pickup

Retailer storgae with
customer pickup

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Score

Fig. 5. Score graph for delivery network selection in terms of product.



Table 8
Selection of decision-making results

Results Distribution network designs

AHP rating (weight) Final decision

Performance metrics

MS in-transit merge 0.240 Choose MS storage customer pickup
MS storage customer pickup 1.000
RS customer pickup 0.702

Product characteristics

MS in-transit merge 0.298 Choose RS customer pickup
MS storage customer pickup 0.398
RS customer pickup 1.000

MS: manufacture storage and RS: retail storages.
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Analyses performed using the proposed methodology for the two cases and results obtained, Home plus
can now select the distribution network design/s from its given options.

Referencing the analyses results from Table 8, Home plus can opt to use a combination of two distribution
network designs (manufacture storage pickup in terms of performance and retail storage customer pickup in
terms of product characteristics) to achieve its objectives. According to the given options by the decision mak-
ers of Home plus, we provided network that is tailored to match the characteristics of product and perfor-
mance along with the needs of the customers. From the analysis, fast moving and emergency items can be
stocked locally at the small distributors and customers can either pick them up or have them shipped depend-
ing on the urgency. Slower moving items can be stocked at the two large distribution centers and shipped to
the customer within a day or two. We also see that the performance characteristics of a network with man-
ufacture storage with pickup can lower delivery costs and provide a faster response time than other networks.
Thus the hybrid network recommended for Home plus can match the characteristics of product and the needs
of customer.

4. Conclusion

The case study presented above illustrated how multiple criteria (e.g. level-I performance metrics) can be
included in the AHP approach to permit a more flexible and inclusive use of data in a decision on distribution
network design selection. It has also been demonstrated how the AHP weighting can be compared against fac-
tors in the distribution network design selection process. The AHP methodology can select the best set of mul-
tiple distribution networks to satisfy profitability and customer satisfaction.

As the preceding examples illustrate, firms can make many different choices when designing their distribu-
tion network. A poor distribution network can hurt the level of service that customers receive while increasing
the cost. An inappropriate network can have significant negative effect on the profitability of the firm. The
appropriate choice of distribution network results in customer needs being satisfied at the lowest possible cost.

This study illustrated the use of a multi-criteria technique, namely AHP. AHP can combine quantitative
and qualitative factors to handle different groups of actors, and to combine the opinions of many experts.
Selecting a distribution network is extremely complex, and often relies on the subjective assessment of decision
makers. Particularly, administrators in some companies lack objective decision-making procedures and clearly
defined evaluation criteria. The proposed AHP-based algorithm significantly contributes to optimizing distri-
bution network selection process. Specifically, the proposed algorithm can assist decision makers in solving
similar multi-criteria problems by offering an objective and systematic method of selecting the network design
in terms of cost and service factors. Finally, the proposed procedure enables managers to adjust a combination
of network design to eliminate risk and to enhance service quality and profitability. This study could identify
the characteristics and criterion that affect the final result of distribution network design process; therefore,
this study could effectively select the best distribution network, results in customer needs being satisfied at
the lowest possible cost.
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